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while I was cudgelling my brains for the best possible course,
trying to hit on some way of saving my friends as well as my
own skin. Plan after plan, dodge after dodge, passed through
my mind. It was a matter of life or death: we were in mortal
peril. And this was the scheme I eventually chose. There were in
the flock some well-bred, thick-fleeced rams, fine, big animals
in their coats of black wool. These I quietly lashed together with
the plaited withes which the savage monster used for his bed.
I took them in threes. The middle one in each case was to carry
one of my followers, while its fellows went on either side to pro-
tect him. Each of my men thus had three sheep to bear him. But
for myself I chose a full-grown ram who was the pick of the
whole flock. Seizing him by the back, I curled myself up under
his shaggy belly and lay there upside down, with a firm grip on
his wonderful fleece and with patience in my heart. Thus in fear
and trembling we waited for the blessed Dawn.
'As soon as she arrived and flecked the East with red, the rams
of the flock began to scramble out and make for the pastures,
but the ewes, unmilked as they were and with udders full to
bursting, stood bleating by the pens. Their master, though he
was worn out by the agonies he had gone through, passed his
hands along the backs of all the animals as they came to a stand
before him; but the idiot never noticed that my men were tied
up under the breasts of his own woolly sheep. The last of the
flock to come up to the doorway was the big ram, burdened
by his own fleece and by me with my teeming brain. As he
felt him with his hands the great Polyphemus broke into
speech:
*<( Sweet ram," he said, "what does this mean? Why are you
lie last of the flock to pass out of the cave, you who have never
agged behind^ the sheep, you who always step so proudly out
md are the first of them to crop the lush shoots of the grass, first
:o make your way to the flowing stream, and first to turn your
lead homewards to the sheepfold when the evening falls? Yet
oday you are the last of all. Are you grieved for your master's
ye, blinded by a wicked man and his accursed friends, when he

